Summary of new information in the 2020 Weed Control Guide:
www.ndsu.edu/weeds - Web version of ND Weed Control Guide.

HERBICIDE UPDATE:
Discontinued products: Leadoff, Fusion.

Restricted Use Products (RUP):
Dicamba formulations of Tavium.

Weed Guide Updates
- Added a Rye and Millet tables to the small grains section
- Added Authority Edge to soybean, sunflower, and dry pea.
- Added Fierce MTZ to soybean section.
- Added TruFlex Canola
- Added dicamba drift onto Dry Edible Beans information
- Expanded discussion on air temperature inversions
- Moved remarks paragraphs from back of book so that the corresponding paragraphs for a crop directly follow that crop’s herbicide tables.

Roundup Xtend soybean - Refer to Bayer, BASF, Corteva, and Syngenta web sites for application information.

Enlist Soybean – Added Section with information on Enlist One and Enlist Duo.

Crop rotation restrictions updated for several herbicides - pages 6, 112-114.

Herbicide Resistant Weeds:
- updated name for Herbicide Mode of Action Group 30.

Weed of the Year - Horseweed - page 150

Discussion on air temperature inversions - page 119.